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Coasts: mostly picture-postcard



leads to desire for “intimacy” …..



BUT then the wild side emerges …..

Timaru Herald



and bad things happen …..

Hawkes Bay RC



we hold a meeting ………

© P Arnold, NIWA



put up the defences ……

and then we feel safe as houses!



Conundrum #1: 
The past won’t be a good guide to the future

Chamberlains Bay (Ponui)



Tides – basically predictable for all time, but …
sea-level rise “lifts” tides & storm surges

Chamberlains Bay (Ponui)



MHWPS level that would be exceeded by 

various SLR projections by 2090-99

Sea-level rise: changes in frequency of high tides (1)

3.5%

12%

48%

66%



Sea-level rise: changes in frequency of high tides (2)

100%

10%

51%

MHWPS level that would be exceeded by 

various SLR projections by 2090-99



NOT just about sea-level rise!!



Storm surge = inverse barometer + wind set-up

• More intense 
storms ⇒ higher 
storm surge

• Higher sea level lifts 
storm tide

MWD



Wave set-up in surf zone: wave height will increase

R Bell



Wave run-up (beach): will increase with more 

opportunities for dune/barrier erosion

D Ramsay



Hawkes Bay RC

Haumoana, 17 Mar 2005

Wave overtopping: more common occurrence
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Chamberlains Bay (Ponui)

Conundrum #1: 
The past won’t be a good guide to the future …
so requires a “change-management” approach



Conundrum #2: 
Coasts are natural “buffers”, but past & present 
practice has been to manage it as a “line”

Sedimentary coastal margin is a ….. 

pliable buffer between the fixed landmass and a 

highly dynamic ocean

EW



Perhaps our words convey the wrong message:

NOT really coast-lines or shore-lines

K Smith

Tauranga CC



Pliable coastal systems response scales

T. Hume

Research
Research



Conundrum #2: 
Coasts are natural “buffers”, but past & present 
practice has been to manage it as a “line” …..

needs new approach to manage coastal 
“margins” or coastal “environs”

EW



Conundrum #3:
Managing coastal erosion needs a 
paradigm shift to manage the “Human 
Domain”

• Coastal erosion is a natural
process on almost all sedimentary 
coastal margins

• It only becomes a ‘hazard’ or a 
‘problem’ when it poses (or is 
perceived to pose) a threat to 
things that humans value

• No human domain – no problem!
Hazard Observer (USA)



2003 National Coastal Community Survey

• Joint GNS/NIWA initiative lead by D. Johnston 
(GNS)

• Covered 42 communities throughout NZ from 
January to June 2003

• Two surveys: residents/renters  &  beach visitors

• 7516 forms (50 Q’s) delivered, 40% return

• Beach visitors: 1699 delivered, 33% return



Q: What type of coastal defence for severely
eroding coastal properties do you most approve 
of?

1st choice = build a sea wall (28% NZ-wide, max 56%)

2nd choice = place large rocks (27% NZ-wide, max 58%)

3rd= choice = allow sea to dictate–do nothing (12% NZ-
wide, max 23%)

3rd= choice = Nourish beach with extra sand or gravel
(12% NZ-wide, max 29%)

Last  =  require owners to move houses back

2003 National Coastal Community Survey



Humans generally perceive beaches as largely static
and view erosion as an anomaly to be ‘corrected’ or as 
a severe threat to be combated.

So …. prevailing paradigm is to  “Hold the line”

Prevailing Paradigm



Source: Environment Waikato

Case Study: Mokau Spit (west North Island)



1956

1974

The Spit Problem:   11 of  “spit sections” subdivided in the 

1950's by Govt have been lost at end of the spit.

Source: Environment Waikato



Source: Environment Waikato



Mokau Spit case study (Env. Waikato)

• All but one of the landowners of at-risk properties are new 
owners since the previous erosion event in 1995-96

• The property most effected (septic tank exposed) apparently
was purchased in 2004.  No property report obtained!

• Env. Waikato community survey: 2004

• Would you sell at market value?

• 1 = Yes;  10 = No

• Amongst high-risk owners would

you fund a seawall ($9700 pa/30 yrs)?

• 0 = Yes;  11 = No

• Amongst all spit owners would

you fund a seawall ($3300 pa/30 yrs)?

• 6 = Yes;  28 = No

• Finally: do-nothing option prevailed

D Ramsay

March 2005



A Cook

November 2005: Timber seawall built without consent, but wait there’s more …..

However, combating the sea goes on ….



Conundrum #3:
Managing coastal erosion needs a 
paradigm shift to manage the 
“Human Domain” …..

Hazard Observer (USA)

rather than managing the 
natural world or 
combating nature’s 
excesses



Conundrum #4:
How to develop and plan for residual risk

J EveringhamPhi Phi Island – west Thailand



E Seville



L Yule



Phi Phi Island (after)

L Yule



Addressing coastal management conundrums:     
a) Adaptation plan for climate variability & change

b) Contingency plan for residual risk



Coastal adaptation to climate change

For outcomes managing 
coastal hazards

• Do we want this?

• or this?

Do we want to achieve positive 
environmental outcomes?

NZ legislation/policy generally supports 

this approach – but in practice?



• Sea-level rise & storm tides will create problems for drainage

• Drainage compounded by drive to build shoreline defences

• In terms of long-term sustainability & economics, may be 
easiest to retire such land and retreat (e.g. as in UK)  

Adaptation: coastal pastoral land

Environment Canterbury



Coastal hazard 
set-back zones: 

Essential for controlling 
development in coastal 
margins IF managed 
well!
(District Plans + Building 
Permit Notices)

But strong opposition by 
owners & developers

In NZ, now upheld by 
Court with 100-yr
planning horizons

Cheaper & less complex 
in long run to use set-
back controls



Coastal-defence addiction: cold-turkey? 

• Once structural responses 
to erosion control have 
been started, it’s hard to 
stop!!

• Hard structures get bigger 
and impacts occur on ever 
larger sections of coast.

NZ beach in 

2050?



Awareness 
of risk

Demand for 
defence

Defence 
worksDevelopment

Security

AVOID

Kick the “development–defence” cycle



Coastal community perceptions ……

But the paradigm is changing slowly towards sustainability …

“Manage the human domain, and live/work with nature”

D Ramsay



Efforts to understand & address barriers to 
sustainable coastal planning



For developed coastal margins

Soft options may still be needed (e.g. nourishment)  …

Mission Bay, Auckland



Buried seawall option – better environmental outcome 

For developed coastal margins

Hard engineering options may also be needed …



M Trayes

Tough questions for District Councils or Shires

Continue propping up with rocks/seawall or show 
leadership in demonstrating managed retreat to community



Adaptation: Physical & Human Dimensions

Physical & 
Natural 
Systems

Human & Built-
Environment 
Systems

Adaptation

• Tourism & growth
• Greenfields
• Developed already
• Infrastructure
• Natural character
• Public access

• Storms
• Erosion
• Natural buffers
• Sea inundation
• Climate variability
• Climate change

e.g. dune care,

coastal defences,

beach nourishment

e.g. set-back zones,

managed retreat, Smart 

Growth, building code,

Insurance, LIMs, 

evacuation plans



• Historical exceedance levels and return periods 
will increasingly be less relevant (incl. tsunami)

• Not just about sea-level rise! Storms, 
waves, sediment supply, rainfall, salinization & 
drainage all projected to be impacted

• Effects at present hidden behind more obvious 
short- & long-term natural cycles e.g. El Niño, 
IPO

• Effects will ‘kick in’ slowly so gives us time to 
respond, and learn to work with climate-
variability and restore the buffer

• Effects & issues will vary spatially:  therefore a 
LOCAL adaptation solution is needed

Takeaways – some challenging conundrums!



• Sea-level rise will continue rising for at least 
several centuries – a challenge for local 
government planning horizons

• Local government needs to actively manage 
residual risk through integration of land-use 
planning and emergency management

• The REAL challenge for managing and designing for 
coastal margins is not the increased hazards from 
climate change (and also tsunami), but the escalating 
human dimension of the problem e.g. 

• sustainability of coastal subdivisions, 

• “coastal squeeze” for existing developments

• existing use rights vs greater community rights

Takeaways – some challenging conundrums!



Coastal margins: Looks can be deceiving!
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